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When a ball is incident obliquely on a flat surface, the rebound spin, speed, and angle generally
differ from the corresponding incident values. Measurements of all three quantities were made using
a digital video camera to film the bounce of a tennis ball incident with zero spin at various angles
on several different surfaces. The maximum spin rate of a spherical ball is determined by the
condition that the ball commences to roll at the end of the impact. Under some conditions, the ball
was found to spin faster than this limit. This result can be explained if the ball or the surface stores
energy elastically due to deformation in a direction parallel to the surface. The latter effect was
investigated by comparing the bounce of a tennis ball with that of a superball. Ideally, the coefficient
of restitution~COR! of a superball is 1.0 in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The COR for
the superball studied was found to be 0.76 in the horizontal direction, and the corresponding COR
for a tennis ball was found to vary from20.51 to10.24 depending on the incident angle and the
coefficient of sliding friction. ©2002 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of a bouncing ball has a long history and
been the subject of many articles in this journal.1–4 Measure-
ments are often reported on the coefficient of restitut
~COR! of a ball for a vertical bounce, but very little infor
mation is available concerning the COR in the horizon
direction. The COR for a vertical bounce off a surface th
remains at rest is defined as the ratio of the rebound spee
the incident speed. The horizontal COR can be defined fo
oblique impact in terms of the horizontal components of
incident and rebound speeds of the contact point on the

The physics of a ball incident at an oblique angle on
surface has been described theoretically by Garwin1 and by
Brody.5 Garwin analyzed the bounce of a superball wh
Brody analyzed the bounce of a tennis ball. Despite the
that both types of balls are relatively flexible and boun
well in the vertical direction, their bounce characteristics
the horizontal direction are dramatically different. Garw
assumed that the collision is perfectly elastic in both
vertical and horizontal directions, meaning that the verti
and horizontal components of the ball’s speed at the con
point are both reversed by the bounce. In Brody’s model,
collision is inelastic in the vertical direction and may b
completely inelastic in the horizontal direction, in which ca
the contact point comes to rest and the ball then comme
to roll during the impact. Both models are somewhat ide
ized, but they provide an adequate qualitative description
the bounce in each case. The results presented here app
be the first measurements for any ball type that allows
two models to be evaluated quantitatively.

Interest in an oblique bounce is not just an intellect
exercise. The International Tennis Federation has rece
approved new and expensive apparatus designed to me
the speed of any court surface, using a tennis ball proje
onto the surface at high speed and at a low angle to
horizontal. Measurements of the rebound speed and a
provide sufficient information to determine the coefficient
sliding friction between the ball and the surface. A surfa
such as grass, which has a low coefficient of friction, is
482 Am. J. Phys.70 ~5!, May 2002 http://ojps.aip.org/aj
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scribed as fast, while a surface such as clay, with a h
coefficient of friction, is described as slow. The speed o
court affects not only the rebound speed of the ball but a
the rebound spin and angle. Players recognize differen
between these court surfaces by the way the ball tend
skid on grass or kick up at a steep angle on clay. Simila
the rebound speed, spin, and angle of a ball struck b
tennis racket or a table tennis bat or a golf club or a cricke
baseball bat6 is of interest in relation to the dynamics of the
sports, both in terms of the flight aerodynamics and the s
sequent bounce off the playing surface.

The spin of a ball in flight is difficult to measure with an
technique other than high speed photography. High sp
video cameras that capture images at up to 40,000 fram
at a cost of $40,000 or more are available. Most video ca
eras for consumer use capture images at 25 or 30 fram
but some now operate at 100 or 120 frames/s to allow
smooth slow motion playback. Digital video cameras can
used to transfer the images to a computer for further analy
The digital camera used in the experiments described in
paper was a JVC 9600 which was purchased for $2400,
cluding the image capture software.

II. QUALITATIVE FEATURES OF OBLIQUE
BOUNCES

An obvious difference between a superball and a ten
ball is that the former bounces to a greater height when b
are dropped from the same height. The bounce propertie
the horizontal direction are less well known, but they a
easily observed and easily explained. The differences ar
lustrated in Fig. 1 for a bounce on a hard surface such a
wood floor. A superball thrown at low speed onto the surfa
so that it is incident without spin at about 20° to the vertic
will bounce forwards with a topspin at an angular speed ty
cally around 5 rev/s. A superball incident at the same an
and speed but spinning backwards at around 10 rev/s
bounce backwards with topspin at around 10 rev/s. In t
case, the spin, the horizontal velocity, and the vertical vel
ity all reverse direction as a result of the bounce.
482p/ © 2002 American Association of Physics Teachers
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A tennis ball incident on a hard surface without spin b
haves in a similar manner to a superball, apart from the
that it does not bounce as high and it spins at a slower r
If it is incident with backspin and about 20° to the vertica
then the ball bounces almost vertically and with very lit
spin. These results can be described in terms of the net h
zontal speed of the contact point, taking into account b
the translational and rotational speed of the ball at that po
The horizontal speed of a superball at the contact poin
approximately reversed by the bounce whereas the horizo
speed of a tennis ball at the contact point drops almos
zero—at least this is the case for a ball incident at typi
throwing angles up to 60° to the vertical. A tennis ball th
bounces on a tennis court is more commonly incident
angles less than 20° to the horizontal. In that case the
usually slides throughout the impact and the speed of
contact point~or points! decreases with time but does n
drop to zero.

It is impossible to observe by eye the behavior of a b
during a bounce because the bounce duration is only abo
ms for both a superball and a tennis ball. A ball that is in
dent without spin and that rebounds at 10 rev/s rotates
about 0.02 revolutions or about 7° during the bounce. Ho
ever, a flexible ball does not rotate as a rigid body during
bounce. The ball squashes in the vertical direction and it a
deforms elastically in the horizontal direction if it is incide
obliquely. Brody5 avoided this problem by assuming that t
impact speed was sufficiently low so that the ball remain
approximately spherical with radiusR, and that it was sub-
ject to a normal reaction forceN and a horizontal friction
forceF5mN, wherem is the relevant coefficient of friction
A ball will usually commence to slide at the beginning of t
impact period, in which casem is the coefficient of sliding
friction, mS . The friction force decelerates the ball in th
horizontal (x) direction, reducing thevx component of the
center-of-mass speed of the ball. The friction force also
erts a torque about the center-of-mass, resulting in an
crease in the angular speedv in a clockwise direction. Ifv
increases to a point wherevx5Rv, then any point on the
ball in contact with the surface is momentarily at rest on
surface because it rotates backward at the same speed

Fig. 1. Typical bounce parameters for a superball and a tennis ball inci
at low speed on a hard surface.
483 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 5, May 2002
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translates forward. A rigid ball will begin to roll under thes
conditions, in which case the friction force will sudden
decrease to a valueF5mRN, wheremR is the coefficient of
rolling friction. In general, a ball will slide throughout th
entire duration of impact only if it is incident at an angle
the horizontal less than about 20° because the normal r
tion force and hence the friction force is then usually t
small to slow the ball to a point where it can roll.

A flexible ball has the potential to grip the surface rath
than roll if the area of contact with the surface comes to re
The bottom of the ball will remain at rest if the coefficient
static friction is sufficiently large. The dynamics of this in
teraction is quite complicated7 and involves gripping and
slipping in a similar manner to the grip-slip squeal of a t
as a car rounds a bend. The details can be ignored if
assumes that the value ofex , the COR in the horizonta
direction, is determined experimentally. For the same reas
the COR in the vertical direction is rarely calculated the
retically because it is much easier to measure it experim
tally. If one obtainsex in this way, then Garwin’s model can
be modified~as described below! to describe interactions of a
rigid or a flexible ball with a flexible surface. Examples in
clude the bounce of a table tennis ball on a bat with a rub
or foam surface, and the bounce of a tennis ball on
strings of a racquet.8

III. GARWIN’S MODEL

Consider a ball of massm and radiusR incident at speed
v1, angular velocityv1, and at an angleu1 on a flat surface,
as shown in Fig. 2. The surface may be horizontal, or it m
be inclined at an angle to the horizontal, as in the exp
ments described below. For simplicity, it is assumed that
mass of the surface is infinite and that the impact force
much larger than the gravitational force. The dynamics of
collision are described by the relationsN5mdvy /dt andF
52mdvx /dt, whereN is the normal reaction force,F is the
force acting parallel to the surface, andvx , vy are the veloc-
ity components of the center-of-mass of the ball parallel a
perpendicular to the surface, respectively. In Garwi
model1 the equations of motion are not needed explicit
because the collision can be described in terms of the ver

nt

Fig. 2. The coordinate systems used to analyze the bounce of a ball inc
vertically on a flat surface inclined at an angle to the vertical. The bal
incident at speedv1 and angleu1 and rebounds at speedv2 and angleu2.
483Rod Cross
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(ey) and horizontal (ex) values of the COR, together wit
conservation of angular momentum about the contact po
Garwin assumed thatey5ex51, but his model is easily ex
tended to cases whereey andex are less than 1. Referring t
Fig. 2, we define

ey52
vy2

vy1
, ~1!

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote conditions before
after the collision, respectively, and whereey is between 0
and 1 (vy1 being negative!. Similarly, ex can be defined by
the relation

ex52
vx22Rv2

vx12Rv1
, ~2!

wherevx2Rv is the net horizontal speed of a point at t
bottom of the ball. Unlikeey , ex can be positive or negative
If a ball is incident at sufficiently smallu1 and without spin,
then it can slide throughout the impact without rolling a
will bounce with Rv2,vx2, in which caseex,0. A value
ex521 corresponds to a bounce on a frictionless surfa
wherevx25vx1 andv25v1.

The horizontal friction forceF exerts a torqueFR
5I dv/dt, where I is the moment of inertia about an ax
through the center of the ball, so that

I
dv

dt
1mR

dvx

dt
50. ~3!

It is assumed thatN acts along a line through the center-o
mass and does not exert a torque on the ball. Conservatio
angular momentum about a point at the bottom of the ba
therefore described by the relation

Iv11mRvx15Iv21mRvx2 , ~4!

provided that the ball is spherical before and after the co
sion. The moment of inertia of a spherical ball is given
I 5amR2, wherea52/5 for a uniform solid sphere anda
52/3 for a thin spherical shell. Equations~1!–~4! can be
solved to show that

vx25
~12aex!vx11a~11ex!Rv1

~11a!
, ~5!

vy252eyvy1 , ~6!

and

v25
~11ex!vx11~a2ex!Rv1

R~11a!
. ~7!

If v150 andex51, thenvx250.2vx1 for a hollow shell and
vx250.429vx1 for a solid sphere. The corresponding sp
values areRv2 /vx256 for a shell andRv2 /vx2510/3 for a
solid sphere. In both cases the ball spins much faster
one would expect from the rolling conditionRv25vx2. At
the end of the bounce, a ball withex51 will therefore slide
backward on the surface, due to the recovery of elastic
ergy stored in the horizontal direction. Alternatively, ifv1

50 and ex50, then vx250.6vx1 for a shell and vx2

50.714vx1 for a solid ball. In both cases,Rv25vx2, mean-
ing that the ball rolls at the end of the duration of the imp
and there is no energy recovery or no energy stored el
cally in the horizontal direction.
484 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 5, May 2002
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Becauseex is close to 1 for a superball and close to 0 f
a tennis ball, a superball will bounce with a smallervx2

component than a tennis ball whenv150 and vx1 is the
same for both balls. Becausevy2 is larger for a superball~for
the samevy1), a superball will bounce at a steeper ang
~closer to the vertical! than a tennis ball. It is also easy t
show that a superball with the same radius as a tennis
and the same value ofvx1 will bounce with greater spin, by
a factor of 2.38 ifv150. If the superball is smaller, it will
spin even faster.

IV. BRODY’S MODEL

Of the two models, the one that best describes the te
ball results presented below is Brody’s model. Consequen
this model is now considered in more detail, with a slig
modification to allow for finite wall thickness of the bal
During the impact, the radius of the ball varies as a resul
its compression. As a first approximation, it will be assum
that the compression is small and the radius,R, is essentially
the same as that for a spherical ball. The angular accelera
of the ball is given byFR5I dv/dt, whereI is the moment
of inertia about an axis through the center-of-mass of
ball. A tennis ball can be approximated as a thin spher
shell with I 52mR1

2/3, whereR1 is the average radius of th
shell. The wall is typically about 6 mm thick, including
3-mm-thick outer cloth cover. For the calculations presen
below, we will takeR533.0 mm andR1530 mm. The effect
of the finite wall thickness is thatI is reduced by about 17%
compared with a ball of negligible wall thickness. The r
bound spin is also increased by about 17%, provided that
ball slides throughout the impact. If the ball starts rollin
before it rebounds, then a reduction inI will cause the ball to
start rolling earlier during the impact, but it has only a re
tively small effect on the final rebound spin.

The rebound speedv2, spin v2, and angleu2 can be de-
termined by taking the time integrals ofN and F over the
impact period,t, so that

E
0

t

F dt52m~vx22vx1!, ~8!

E
0

t

N dt5m~vy22vy1!, ~9!

and

RE
0

t

F dt5I ~v22v1!, ~10!

wherevy1,0 because the ball is incident in the negativey
direction. If the ball slides throughout the impact, thenF
5mSN, in which case it can be shown from Eqs.~8!–~10!
that

vx25vx11mS~11ey!vy1 , ~11!

vy252eyvy1 , ~12!

and

v25v121.5mSR~11ey!vy1 /R1
2 . ~13!

The ball will begin rolling just at the end of the impac
period if vx25Rv2, in which case
484Rod Cross
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vx25
Rv11~1.5R2/R1

2!vx1

~111.5R2/R1
2!

. ~14!

Rolling commences at the end of the impact period if

mS5
Rv12vx1

~11ey!~111.5R2/R1
2!vy1

. ~15!

If mS is larger than the right-hand side of Eq.~15!, then the
ball will start to roll before the end of the impact period.
mR50, there is no additional change invx or v while the
ball rolls, and hencevx2 andv2 are the same as if the ba
started rolling at the end of the impact period. A sm
change invx andv results ifmR is finite, but the change ca
be neglected ifmR,0.05 as in the experiments describ
below.

If R15R andv150, and if the ball enters a rolling mode
thenvx250.6vx1, which is the result obtained above and
Brody.5 If v150, R533.0 mm, andR1530 mm, thenvx2

50.645vx1 if the ball enters a rolling mode. A tennis ba
incident on a horizontal surface will therefore slow down
the horizontal direction by at most 35%, provided the in
dent spin is zero. However, if the ball is incident with bac
spin, then the reduction in horizontal speed can be m
larger. According to Eq.~14!, the ball can even bounce bac
wards if v1 is sufficiently large and negative.

V. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The arrangement used in this experiment is shown in F
3. A slightly used 57-g tennis ball was dropped vertica
through a measured height of either about 30 or about 60
to impact on a 3.8-kg timber platform which was mounted
various angles to the horizontal by means of a suppor
frame resting on a solid floor. The ball bounced either
rectly on the polished timber platform, or on emery pap
taped firmly onto the upper surface, or onto
32 cm325 cm sample of Rebound Ace clamped to the p
form. Rebound Ace is the tennis court surface used at
Australian Open, and consists of a 1-mm-thick, sligh
rough acrylic upper layer with a 6-mm-thick rubber backin
For each of these surfaces, the platform was inclined so
the ball could impact the surface at an angleu1520°, 45°,
or 90°.

A straight line was drawn across a ball diameter with a
pen so that the rotation angle of the ball could be record
as shown in Fig. 3. The ball was dropped vertically with ze

Fig. 3. Experimental arrangement showing the position and orientation
ball at equal time intervals when incident vertically on an inclined surfa
485 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 5, May 2002
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initial speed, zero initial spin, and with the line on the b
facing the camera and passing through the visible cente
the ball. The impact was recorded at 100 frames/s, and w
an exposure time of 1/500 s, using two 100-W spotlights
provide extra illumination and to minimize shadows. B
cause the impact duration was about 4 ms, a detailed stud
ball behavior during an impact was not possible. A 10-c
grid was drawn on a large sheet behind the ball in orde
calibrate the horizontal and vertical distance scales on
video image. The grid was located 3-cm behind the ball a
the camera was positioned 2 m in front of the ball to mini-
mize parallax errors.

For a given surface, angle of incidence, and drop heig
several bounces were recorded, and at least ten image
fore and after each bounce were transferred to a pers
computer. The images were then printed one frame at a t
and manually digitized, as shown by the example in Fig.
The latter process was very slow. It is now possible to dow
load images in real time at 50 frames/s using almost
digital video camera and to analyze each frame using ei
free or commercially available software,9 but this was not
possible with the camera available. Because the backgro
grid was aligned parallel and perpendicular to the floor,
velocity components of the ball immediately before and i
mediately after the impact were first determined in terms
the grid coordinate system, (x8, y8). In this system, the hori-
zontal component of the ball speed is unaffected by
gravitational force, and could be determined to within 2
using a linear fit to the data. The incident vertical compon
of the ball speed was found to agree, to within 2%, with t
expected resultv15(2gh)1/2, whereh is the drop height. The
rebound spin of the ball is also unaffected by the grav
tional force and could be determined to within 1%. The v
tical component of the rebound velocity was more difficult
determine accurately because it changes with time as a r
of the gravitational acceleration, and small errors in locat
the center of the ball immediately after the impact gener
relatively large errors in determining the initial reboun
speed. Consequently, at least ten data points following
impact were analyzed by fitting a quadratic to account for
gravitational acceleration. Using this technique, the verti
component of the rebound velocity immediately followin
the impact was determined to within 3%. The velocity da

a
.
Fig. 4. Data obtained for a tennis ball dropped from a height of 25 cm ab
a timber platform inclined at 20° to the vertical. The surface was cove
with a fine grain emery paper to increase the coefficient of sliding fricti
The quantityx8 is the horizontal coordinate of the center of the ball in t
laboratory~that is, reference grid! frame;y8 is the vertical coordinate andu
is the rotation angle. Each data point is separated by 10 ms.
485Rod Cross
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in the grid coordinate system was then used to calculate
velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the
clined surface.

VI. MEASUREMENTS OF THE FRICTION
COEFFICIENTS

The coefficient of sliding friction between a tennis ba
and each of the three different surfaces was measured u
the apparatus shown in Fig. 5. A square wood box was c
structed so that four tennis balls could be squashed into
box and dragged across each surface without the balls
ing. The box and balls weighed 0.67 kg, and additional le
masses were placed on top of the box to give a total mas
7.5 kg. The force required to drag the balls across the
face, at a constant low speed, was measured with a sp
balance. These measurements gavemS50.2360.02 for the
polished wood surface,mS50.6060.03 for Rebound Ace
andmS50.6760.03 for the emery paper.

The coefficient of rolling friction was measured by placin
four tennis balls on the surface, and then placing a polis
wood platform on top of the balls. Additional lead weigh
were placed on top of the platform to give a total load of
kg. The platform was then pulled horizontally at a const
low speed so that the balls could roll between the platfo
and the surface. The horizontal force was measured wi
spring balance. These measurements gavemR50.0460.005
for all three surfaces.

The coefficient of restitution was also measured, by dr
ping the ball vertically onto the timber platform resting ho
zontally on the floor, and recording the rebound height us
the video camera. For drop heights from 0.3 to 1.0 me
50.7760.01 for all three surfaces.

VII. TENNIS BALL RESULTS

A summary of results extracted from the data shown
Fig. 4 is given in Table I, which includes~a! the velocity
components parallel and perpendicular to the surface,~b! the
time integrals ofF andN as given by Eqs.~8! and ~9!, and
~c! a time-average coefficient of friction, defined by the r
lation mA5*F dt/*N dt. Provided the ball slides throughou
the impact, so thatF5mSN, thenmA provides a measure o

Fig. 5. Arrangement used to measure the coefficient of sliding friction.
486 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 5, May 2002
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the time-average value ofmS under actual impact conditions
However, if the ball starts to roll during the impact, thenmA

is lower thanmS becauseF5mRN during the rolling stage.
The experimental errors in all the derived quantities sho
in Table 1 were determined from the ‘‘worst’’ combination
of the measured quantitiesv1y8 , v2x8 , v2y8 , andv2, and are
therefore overly pessimistic. From these results, it can
seen that

~a! the coefficient of restitution, ey5v2y /v1y50.79
60.05, is consistent with the value 0.7760.01 mea-
sured at perpendicular incidence;

~b! mA is consistent with the value ofmS (0.6760.02)
measured under quasistatic conditions;

~c! the ball spins 41% faster than one would expect if
was rolling atv25v2x /R537.3 rad at the end of the
impact period; and

~d! ex50.2460.03 for this bounce.

Results forh560 cm are shown in Table II to provid
comparisons between different surfaces and different an
of incidence. The results in Table II are given for a typic
individual bounce on each surface at each angle of incide
and do not represent averages taken over several diffe
bounces. From this data we can see the following:

~a! mA is much less thanmS for impacts at 45° on the
emery and Rebound Ace surfaces, indicating that the
commenced rolling well before it bounced off the surface

~b! v2 is always less thanv1, as expected.
~c! u2 is generally larger thanu1, except for the low angle

bounce on wood.
~d! v2 increases asu1 increases on the lowmS wood sur-

face, but it decreases asu1 increases on the highmS emery
and Rebound Ace surfaces.

~e! At u1545°, v2 is larger on the low friction wood
surface than on the highmS surfaces. The latter result i
partly due to the slightly higher incident speed on the wo
surface and partly the result of rolling friction acting for
longer period on the highmS surfaces.

~f! At u1545°, Rv2'vx2, as one would expect if the ba
commenced rolling during the bounce. However,Rv2.vx2
on the wood surface, indicating that a small amount of
ergy was stored in a direction parallel to the surface.

~g! At u1520°, Rv2,vx2 on wood andRv2.vx2 on the
emery and Rebound Ace surfaces. The result on wood i
cates simply that the ball did not commence rolling duri
the bounce. The results on emery and Rebound Ace indi
that friction was sufficiently large to allow for some stora
and recovery of elastic energy in a direction parallel to
surface.

Results obtained at lower incident speeds, as well as
Table I. Results obtained from Fig. 4 (u1520° on emery! with v in m/s. The units of impulse,*F dt are
Newton seconds~N s!.

vx81 vy81 vx82 vy82 u1 u2

0 2.2460.04 0.9960.02 0.9560.03 20°60.5° 26.2°61.5°

vx1 vy1 vx2 vy2 v1 v2

2.1060.04 0.7760.014 1.2360.03 0.6160.03 2.2460.04 1.3760.03

v2 vy2 /vy1 *F dt *N dt mA Rv2 /vx2

52.460.5 rad/s 0.7960.05 0.05060.004 0.07960.002 0.6460.05 1.4160.05
486Rod Cross



.23

.67

.60
Table II. Results for three different surfaces (v in m/s,v2 in rad/s!.

Surface u1 v1 v2 u2 v2 Rv2 vx2 vx2 /vx1 ey ex mA mS

Wood 20° 3.72 3.09 19.2° 34.9 1.15 2.92 0.84 0.80 20.51 0.25 0.23
Wood 45° 3.80 2.53 50.4° 58.2 1.92 1.61 0.60 0.73 0.11 0.23 0

Emery 20° 3.53 2.24 27.2° 78.5 2.59 1.99 0.60 0.84 0.18 0.59 0
Emery 45° 3.70 2.66 51.3° 49.9 1.65 1.66 0.63 0.79 20.01 0.20 0.67

R. Ace 20° 3.35 2.13 23.4° 76.7 2.53 1.96 0.62 0.74 0.18 0.60 0
R. Ace 45° 3.60 2.66 49.3° 50.6 1.67 1.74 0.68 0.79 20.03 0.18 0.60
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20 45°
results shown in Table II, are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7
compare with theoretical calculations of Sec. IV~Brody’s
model!. The theoretical curves were evaluated withR
533.0 mm,R1530 mm,m557 g, andey50.77. In theory,
the ratiosv2 /v1 , u2 /u1, andRv2 /v1, shown in Figs. 6 and
7, are all independent ofv1 if ey is independent ofv1. The
experimental data points in Figs. 6 and 7 were plotted ass
ing thatmS was equal tomA for the wood surface. The valu
of mA was slightly different for each bounce, but all valu
were consistent with the valuemS50.2360.02 as described
in Sec. V. For the emery and Rebound Ace surfaces, wh
mS cannot be determined reliably from the bounce data,mS
was assigned a value determined by loading the ball wit
7.5 kg mass~that is,mS50.6060.03 for Rebound Ace and
mS50.6760.03 for emery!. In order to separate the da
points more clearly in Figs. 6 and 7, the latter points w
plotted with a small spread in the assigned values ofmS . For
example, the data points for emery are plotted withmS

50.64 for the higher incident speed bounces, andmS50.67
for the lower speed bounces. Similarly, the data points
Rebound Ace are plotted withmS50.59 or 0.61.

The experimental results in Figs. 6 and 7 agree remarka
well with Brody’s model, given the simplifying assumption
The only significant departure is that the ball spin and
bound angle are higher than predicted for the bounces in
6 on highmS surfaces at a low angle of incidence. Both
these effects indicate that some of the impact energy is st
elastically in horizontal deformation of the ball and that it
partially recovered during the rebound, givingex'0.2. Re-

Fig. 6. Theoretical and experimental results for a tennis ball incident at
on three different surfaces. (n5experimental values ofu2 /u1 . d5v2 /v1 .
s5Rv2 /v1.!
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covery of elastic energy in the horizontal direction has
effect onvy2, butvx2 is reduced and henceu2 is increased as
described in Sec. III.

An alternative explanation for the higher than predict
spin is that the normal reaction force might act vertica
through a point behind instead of through the center-of-ma
This would provide an additional clockwise torque on t
ball. Such an effect would be expected if the bottom of t
ball grips the surface while the top of the ball continues
move horizontally at a slightly higher speed. If so, then t
ball would tend to lean forwards during the bounce. In fa
it is precisely this effect that leads to elastic deformation
shear in the horizontal direction. However, if one incorp
rates this additional torque into Brody’s model, thenvx2 is
increased and henceu2 is decreased. A decrease inu2 is in
the wrong direction to explain the rebound angle results
Fig. 6. If the effect does occur, then the recovery of elas
energy appears to be a more dominant effect.

An additional complication is that any dynamic distortio
of a ball from its initial spherical shape leads to high fr
quency oscillations of the ball. For a tennis ball,4 the funda-
mental vibration frequency is about 500 Hz. Consequentl
ball impacting a surface at an oblique angle vibrates b
horizontally and vertically for about two full cycles of osci
lation during the impact. High speed video film taken by t
International Tennis Federation shows that the oscillati
are large, typically about 10 mm in amplitude for a hig
speed impact on concrete or on the strings of a racquet. S
lar high frequency oscillations can be observed on the s
face of a superball if one attaches a piezo disk to the surf

°Fig. 7. Theoretical and experimental results for a tennis ball incident at
on three different surfaces. (n5experimental values ofu2 /u1 . d5v2 /v1 .
s5Rv2 /v1.!
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VIII. SUPERBALL RESULTS

Measurements were taken of the bounce of a large su
ball of mass 102.5 g and diameter 60.0 mm, by filming
bounce when it was thrown at low speed onto a smooth, h
wood floor. A white line drawn across a diameter was use
measure the rotation speed. The ball was thrown using b
hands to impart backspin, so that it was incident at about
to the vertical. Thirty bounces were filmed and three alm
identical bounces were analyzed. The parameters for one
ticular bounce werevy1524.13 m/s,vx151.18 m/s,v1

5267.0 rad/s,vy253.57 m/s,vx2520.625 m/s, andv2

560.0 rad/s. The ball was therefore incident at 15.9° to
vertical and it bounced at 9.9° to the vertical, withey

50.86. For this bounce,Rv252.88vx2 andex50.76. Essen-
tially the same result was obtained for the other two bounc

The coefficientsey and ex are both less than the idea
value 1.0, but both are significantly larger than the cor
sponding values for a tennis ball. It is possible thatex will
vary with incident angle and bounce surface, but this po
bility was not investigated for the superball. The coefficie
of static friction for the superball on the wood floor wa
measured to be 0.5260.04 using four identical superball
squashed in a box as described in Sec. VI. The correspon
coefficient with four tennis balls in the box was 0.1560.02.
This result is consistent with the fact that a superball tend
stick to the surface during a bounce whereas a tennis ba
more likely to roll.

IX. DISCUSSION

One of the difficulties underlying any quantitative analy
of ball sports is obtaining accurate data on the bounce p
erties of both the ball and the surface on which it bounces
the absence of such data, one can adopt a theoretical bo
model such as the Brody or the Garwin model, but neit
model on its own is capable of explaining some of the f
tures that are observed in practice. Departures from bou
model predictions are likely to be observed in all ball spo
and can be illustrated with an example from tennis w
which the author is more familiar. If one calculates the
bound speed, spin, and angle of a tennis ball incident o
tennis court and then combines that information with m
sured lift and drag coefficients to determine the resulting b
trajectory, then the result is not always consistent with co
mon observations. For example, players and commenta
universally agree that a ball bounces much more slowly
much higher off a clay court than off grass, despite the f
that calculations based on available data show that the
ferences should be relatively small. A ball served at 200 k
~124 mph! lands on the court at a speed of about 150 kph
an angle of incidence of about 12° withvy1'8 m/s. The ball
will take about 0.59 s to reach the opponent’s baseline if i
served on a grass court withmS50.6. On a clay court with
mS50.8 the ball will take 0.02 s longer according to th
Brody bounce model. This time difference appears to be
short to make a significance difference to the nature of
game, given that a slightly slower serve speed on gr
would have the same effect, yet players see the two surf
as being quite different.

There are circumstances where a difference of 1% in
speed or spin can make a big difference to a good player,
to an experimental physicist, a 1% difference is usually
significant. In tennis, a difference of 1% in ball speed c
488 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 5, May 2002
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translate to a difference in ball position of several feet, s
1% difference can win or lose a match. However, this diff
ence does not seem to be the dominant factor determi
the difference between clay and grass surfaces. Players c
pensate for the slower clay surface not by serving the
faster but by serving slower. The average first serve speed
men playing on the grass courts at Wimbledon is about
kph. At the French Open, which is played on clay, the av
age first serve speed is only 160 kph. The reduction in se
speed in itself could be seen to account for the observa
that the ball bounces much more slowly on clay, but play
on clay serve with more topspin, which necessarily redu
the serve speed. In order to impart topspin to a ball, the
must be incident obliquely on the strings~in the racquet
frame of reference! rather than at normal incidence, with th
result that the ball acquires rotational energy at the expe
of translational energy.

There are several reasons why players might serve m
slowly on a clay court, or faster on a grass court, but th
are insufficient data to explain the difference in serve spe
with certainty. One possibility is that the maximum horizo
tal coefficient of restitution on clay is not zero, as assumed
the Brody model, but it is larger than zero as observed abo
If ex was sufficiently large, thenvx2 could be significantly
smaller than predicted by the Brody model in which ca
clay courts could indeed be slower than expected. A b
served at around 200 kph is incident at a relatively low an
on the court, typically about 12°. Such a ball should sli
throughout the impact and at no time will the bottom of t
ball come to rest or grip the surface as in Garwin’s mod
regardless of whether the ball is served on grass or c
Consequently,ex should be negative in this case and the b
will slow down by about the same amount on both surfac
as predicted by the Brody model. However, a ball served
160 kph with heavy topspin is incident on the court at
angle of about 16°. If the coefficient of sliding friction i
larger than about 0.7, the ball might enter a rolling mo
(ex50) or it might grip the surface (ex.0). If the ball grips
the surface, it will kick up at a steep angle and reach the p
of its trajectory slightly behind the baseline. If the ball slid
throughout the bounce, it will rebound at a smaller angle a
reach the peak of its trajectory near the back fence.

An alternative explanation for the slow serve speeds at
French Open is thatey on clay may be larger than the valu
0.75 specified by the rules of tennis for a 100-in.~2.54-m!
drop on a hard surface. The values ofey given in Table II
were obtained at low ball speeds and are not directly relev
to the problem because it is known thatey decreases as th
ball speed increases, at least for a vertical bounce. Howe
observations of players in action indicate thatey could be as
large as 0.85 if a ball is incident obliquely and with topsp
A player serving a ball with reduced speed but with hea
topspin on a clay court can get the ball to bounce to aro
head height. This strategy is favored by players becaus
ball arriving at head or shoulder height is more difficult
return than one arriving at waist height. A bounce arou
head height is considerably higher than one would expec
ey50.75. A ball served at around 160 kph with heavy to
spin is incident on the court at a vertical speed of abou
m/s. If it bounces withey50.75, then a simple estimate o
the bounce height ignoring aerodynamics indicates that
ball should bounce to a height of about 1.8 m~about head
height!. However, if one includes the effect of the Magn
488Rod Cross
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force arising from ball spin, then the ball should boun
slightly above waist height. It seems that the incident spin
a ball may enhanceey if the ball is spinning fast enough. On
might expect that if a ball rotates by about half a revoluti
during a bounce~as it does when spinning at 100 rev/s!, then
the deformation and energy loss might locally be reduce
all points in contact with the surface. However, there are
data available to support or refute this hypothesis. An al
native hypothesis is that sand on the court accumulates a
of the ball to form a small ramp which deflects the ball to
greater height than one would normally expect. Howeve
ball served with heavy topspin can also bounce to aro
head height on Rebound Ace or DecoTurf~US Open! sur-
faces which are relatively smooth and hard and are not c
ered in sand.

There is ample scope for further measurements ofex and
ey for a wide range of different balls and surfaces, at diff
ent speeds, angles, and spin values, that would help res
issues such as the one just described. This type of mea
ment would make an interesting project for students a
could even be done at home or on a relevant playing sur
if the student has access to a digital video camera an
computer that accepts video input. Many ball impacts can
captured with sufficient detail even at 25 or 50 frames/s. T
only other data onex that the author has seen concern u
published measurements of ping-pong balls bouncing on
ferent surfaces. As far as the author is aware, there ar
published data onex for baseballs, basketballs, soccer ba
golf balls, cricket balls, handballs or any other balls co
monly used in sport, either at low speed or at speeds
relevance to these sports.

X. CONCLUSIONS

The coefficient of restitution of a ball for a vertical boun
can be measured easily in terms of the bounce height or
bounce speed. A significantly greater effort is required
measure the horizontal coefficient of restitution,ex , which
partially explains why very little information is available o
this parameter. Measurements and calculations for a te
ball show thatex is negative for an impact at low angles
incidence on a surface with a low coefficient of sliding fri
tion, because the ball slides throughout the impact. At lar
angles of incidence on surfaces with a high coefficient
489 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 5, May 2002
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sliding friction,ex is typically close to zero, meaning that th
collision is completely inelastic in the horizontal directio
and that the ball begins to roll during the impact. Howev
ex was observed to be about 0.2 for a low angle impact
surfaces with a high coefficient of sliding friction, indicatin
that the ball deforms elastically in the horizontal directi
and that some of this energy is recovered on rebound. A
result, the ball spins faster and rebounds at a steeper a
than whenex50. This behavior parallels that of a superba
but the effect is typically much larger for a superball. A s
perball therefore spins faster than a tennis ball under
same oblique impact conditions.
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